Optimization of Low Site Density Area for 4G Network in Urban City
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Abstract

The development of telecommunications is currently growing rapidly, especially in urban areas. To obtain optimal data services for users, the performances of 4G network services must continue to be optimized. It is known that many users are scattered in urban areas, but sometimes it is not balanced with an even distribution of the site in this area. This condition occurs because the distribution of the site is not evenly optimal distributed, either due to licensing constraints, limited land access for site development, or in terms of plans that have not been made. Balanced with the requirement of a 4G network, which is required, this "empty space" condition or low site density condition must find a solution or optimize it. Many optimization methods can optimize the area with low site density possibility. This study will optimize the area by adding a new site proposal based on coverage planning. We need to analyze Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) coverage signal distribution using Atoll Planning Software. After optimization, the RSRP level below or equal -80 dBm increased from 75.195% to 94.08%. Furthermore, the percentage calculation for inadequate coverage (below -80 dBm) decreased from 24.816% to 5.931%. This RSRP signal level also shows that the condition after optimization with a new site can improve the signal level condition from areas with low site density possibility.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Telecommunications have an essential role in this day. With telecommunications, humans can exchange information, greet anyone, anywhere and anytime. In recent years the use of telecommunications equipment has continued to increase along with various new technologies. One of the most widely used today is the cell phone. Almost everyone has this advanced technology, and even some consumers have more than one cell phone.

The uncertain condition of cellular wireless networks often affects the quality of the network received by the user. This condition requires analysis and optimization of the network so that the quality obtained can be optimal and expected according to user expectations. In addition, over time, the condition of the cellular network must also be optimized due to the increasing number of subscribers and the demand for various types of services. Consequently, the network will require reliable coverage, capacity, and quality of cellular networks [1].

The development of telecommunications is currently growing rapidly, especially in urban areas. Along with a large number of users and optimal data services, the need for 4G network services must continue to be optimized. In the urban area, we knew that so many users are scattered in urban areas, but sometimes it is not balanced with an even distribution of the site in this area [2].

There is still an area called “empty space” in many areas. That is, no coverage will cover the area. This condition occurs because the distribution of the site is not evenly optimal distributed, either due to licensing conditions, limited land access for site development, or in terms of plans that have not been made. Balanced with the need for 4G, which is still needed by the community, this "empty space" condition or low site density condition needs a solution and an optimization [3].

The existence of a low site density area, where the distribution of sites is still not optimal distributed in an area, with a large number of high-rise buildings, the density of residential houses, has caused unwanted signal attenuation. The communication that is expected to be reliable will be disturbed by signal interferences. Because of that, the "empty space" area is getting more and more problematic in signal reception and coverage [4].

In this research, we will analyze and find an area with low site density in Cimahi City. Cimahi City is an urban area in West Java with a large population of users and sites, especially for the LTE network. Low site density causes the existence of empty space or empty coverage in an area. This problem is causing an insufficient coverage area and an unpleasant experience for a user to use this network. The lack of site numbers
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causes low site density. This condition is due to limited land access to add or build a new site [4].

Because of that problem, especially in Cimahi City, we need to optimize the area. In this research, we will optimize to improve and get optimal signal coverage. Furthermore, we hope this optimization improves the quality of service for the users who use this network.

II. METHODS

In this section, we will describe a methodology for this research. Process or flowchart for the research process is illustrated in Figure 1. Based on the flowchart in Figure 1, we start the research by analyzing the location. We choose Cimahi City as the urban area to optimize and find low site density problems. After analyzing site distribution in this area, we should find a blank spot or low site density possibility in Cimahi City.

After finding the area with low site density possibility, we analyze and run coverage simulation for this area using Atoll Planning Software. This tool can see and analyze coverage signal distribution in this spot. Based on coverage simulation in Atoll, if the average coverage signal in this spot is below -90 dBm or -100 dBm, we need to optimize this area to improve coverage and signal quality. We can decide the method to improve the coverage in this spot and fix the problem.

In this research, we use coverage planning calculation to optimize coverage in this spot. We need to calculate the link budget and plan some new sites distribution to improve the coverage using this method. We will get the number of new site proposals required to help and improve coverage in this area from this optimization process [4], [5].

Other research used other optimization methods to improve and fix inadequate coverage. In [2], physical tuning methods were used, but they cannot improve coverage signal level. This is because each cell has the maximum ability for coverage, and each cell of 4G only covers up to 800 meters. So, in this research, we use a method that can cover the lack of ability of another method.

With the number of new sites that we get, we need to set the engineering parameters to improve. After that, we can run and analyze coverage simulation again using Atoll Planning Software. Suppose the average coverage signal after optimization is above -90 dBm. In that case, this method and the new site proposal from this optimization can be submitted to XL Axiata to improve and be implemented in that area.

A. Location and Site Distribution

This research was conducted in Cimahi area. Cimahi is a city located in the west of the larger city of Bandung, in West Java Province. This city has a dense population characteristic. It covered an area of 40.37 km² and had a population at the 2010 census of 541,177 and the 2020 census of 568,400. The city is a major textile producer and has several military training centers [4].

In this city, there are many sites scattered. For Cimahi City, especially for XL Axiata, there are 53 sites and 443 cells to cover Cimahi area. We can see in Figure 2 for site distribution in Cimahi. However, site distribution is still not evenly distributed in some areas. Some coverage still not optimal and still have a blank spot. This condition made us find a low site density problem in this area, to improve coverage and signal quality in Cimahi City.

After coverage and area analysis, we found one spot that has big blank spot coverage and needs optimization. This area is shown in Figure 3. From this figure, we can see that this area has a big blank spot or bad coverage, even though there are many residential areas in the area. The coverage signal in this spot is less than -90 dBm, which shown bad quality for user experience. Because of this condition, this spot needs to optimize to get better coverage and quality experience.

B. Actual Coverage Analysis

Figure 4 shows Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) coverage distribution for low site density possibility area in Cimahi City. From this figure, we can

---

**Figure 2. Site distribution in Cimahi city.**
see any lousy spot in the middle of the area. We can see the yellow and purple color from the coverage distribution in the middle of the low site density area. It means this area has dominant coverage levels of about -90 dBm and -100 dBm. This level describes a bad condition, and the user will have a bad experience using the network. Table 1 describes the percentage distribution for coverage signal level in this spot. Table 1 shows the percentage of coverage distribution for low site density area in Figure 4. The best signal coverage is above -70 dBm and covers 28.171% of the area. The intermediate condition is around -80 dBm, covering 47.024% of the area. While for the bad condition, the signal level is below -90 dBm, covering about 24.816% of the area. The bad coverage exists for more than 10% area. This condition is not suitable for standardization coverage distribution for area based on standard regulation from XL Axiata as a provider who supports and provides LTE network in this area.

C. Coverage Planning Analysis

We decide to optimize coverage of this low site density area from the previous actual coverage analysis. The method for this optimization is using coverage planning calculation. This method is one of the optimization methods to improve coverage and signal level for an area by adding new sites. The number of new sites added is obtained from the link budget calculation [6].

Table 2 describes the MAPL calculation for this analysis. From this calculation, we have 124.5 dB for MAPL calculation. After calculating MAPL, we determine the propagation model calculation used in this optimization analysis. In this optimization, the propagation model to be used is Okumura Hatta. This propagation model's path loss calculation, especially in urban areas like Cimahi City, is shown in (1).

\[
LP = 69.55 + 26.16 \log(fc) + [44.9 - 6.55 \log(h_{tx})] \log(d) - 13.82 \log(h_{tx}) - a(h_{rx})
\]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[
a(h_{rx}) = [1.1 \log(fc) - 0.7]h_{rx} - [1.56 \log(fc) - 0.8]
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Figure 3. Low site density area possibility.

Figure 4. Actual RSRP coverage distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Actual Coverage Calculation Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legend</td>
<td>Surface (km²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=60 &lt;= DL RSRP (dBm) &lt;0</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=70 &lt;= DL RSRP (dBm) &lt;=60</td>
<td>2.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=80 &lt;= DL RSRP (dBm) &lt;=70</td>
<td>4.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=90 &lt;= DL RSRP (dBm) &lt;=80</td>
<td>2.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=100 &lt;= DL RSRP (dBm) &lt;=90</td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=120 &lt;= DL RSRP (dBm) &lt;=100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>MAPL Calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter (Tx)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS TX power</td>
<td>43 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS Antenna Gain</td>
<td>17.5 dBi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss Transmission Line</td>
<td>10.43 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIRP</td>
<td>50.07 dBm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Receiver (Rx) | |
| UE Noise Figure | 7 dB | E |
| Thermal Noise | -89.61 dBm | F = 10log (K.T.BW) + 30 |
| Receiver Noise Floor | -82.61 dBm | G = E + F |
| SINR | -4 dB | H |
| Receiver Sensitivity | -86.61 dBm | I = G + H |
| Load Factor | 70% | J |
| Interference margin | 5.23 dB | K = 10log (1-J) |
| Rx Antenna Gain | 0 dBi | L |
| Body Loss | 3 dB | M |
| Log-normal fading margin | 4 dB | N |
| MAPL | 124.5 dB | O = D-1-K+L-M-N |
We need to know engineering parameters to calculate propagation model path loss in (1) and (2), where LP is path loss, \( f_c \) is frequency, \( h_{tx} \) is antenna height in the transmitter, \( h_{rx} \) is antenna height in the receiver, \( d \) is the distance from the transmitter to receiver, and \( a(h_{tx}) \) is the coefficient for the antenna height in the receiver. We need to calculate \( a(h_{tx}) \) before we calculate path loss (LP). We need both of these equations because we need to calculate \( d \) distance of the new site from transmitter to receiver, which will be proposed for this optimization.

After calculating, we get a value of \( d \) of 0.428 km. Each site will get optimal area signal coverage with this value. This value also will be used to calculate the number of new sites in (4).

The number of sites is determined by comparing the highest or maximum number of sites between calculation capacity and coverage planning results. Accordingly, in this study, the number of antennas used in the planning is the number of antennas on the calculation of coverage planning. Calculation of the sheer number of the site is obtained by using (3).

\[
\text{Number of site} = \frac{\text{Surface Area (km)}}{\text{Coverage Area (km)}} \quad (3)
\]

The coverage area for each cell is obtained from (4)

\[
\text{Coverage Area} = 2.6 \times d^2 \quad (4)
\]

From the equation, the requirement of the number of sites that we need to optimize low site density is four sites.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From Section II, we already discuss optimization used in this study. Furthermore, after calculation, we need four new site numbers to improve coverage and quality in this area with a possibility of low site density.

A. Optimization of Coverage Area with New Site Candidate Proposal

We have four new site proposals to optimize coverage in this area from the calculation. However, we still need to analyze where we will put this new site proposal. The coordinate candidate was obtained from the result of the field analysis. We are considering the existence of other towers or land that can add a new site, also considering population or user distribution in this area. Location and distribution of new site candidate shown in Figure 5. The detail of the coordinate location describes in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Name</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New site 1</td>
<td>107.54</td>
<td>-6.89049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New site 2</td>
<td>107.545</td>
<td>-6.88529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New site 3</td>
<td>107.551</td>
<td>-6.89274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New site 4</td>
<td>107.545</td>
<td>-6.89303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Coverage Analysis After Optimization

After the optimization process and we get the location of the new site candidate, the next step is to plan and prepare the engineering parameters for the new site. In this process, we will have a new proposal for antenna type, antenna direction, antenna height, electrical tilt, and mechanical tilt. We are considering from surrounding to determine engineering parameters for that new site proposal [4], [7]. For all new site candidates, we propose to use Huawei DXXX Model ATR4518R13v06 for antenna type. Detail of engineering parameter proposal for new site candidate shown in Table 4.

Determination of antenna database in engineering parameter that will be used for new site candidate is based on tower and surrounding condition. The location for each new site is determined based on the existing tower from another provider or contractor—for example, for new site 1, which has coordinates at 107.54 and -6.89049.

This location already exists tower 35 meters from Indosat, and the altitude position that allows the antenna to be stored is at 25 meters. This altitude is still empty, and another altitude already installed another antenna from another operator. We installed an antenna at 25 meters for new site 1 to help cover the spot area. Other parameters like antenna direction, mechanical tilt, and electrical tilt are determined from simulation in Atoll Planning Software. These parameters determination considers the distribution of users at the surrounding site, topography, altitude, and building block if any [8].

Based on Table 4, we see that new site 1 has 60°, 210°, 350° combinations for antenna direction. The antenna direction of sector 1 is 60°, the antenna direction of sector 2 is 210°, and the antenna direction of sector 3 is 350°. The determination of 0 degrees starts from the north direction, which rotates clockwise, and this is determined based on the distribution of the dominant users in that direction [9], [10].

After completing the engineering parameter proposal, we can run coverage simulation using Atoll Planning Software. We need to know and analyze coverage signal level simulation after optimization for this step. Based on new site information from Table 3 and Table 4, coverage RSRP level simulation for low site density after optimization is shown in Figures 6 and 7 for google earth view.
After optimization, that spot in Figure 6 has better coverage than the actual coverage shown in Figure 4. In the middle of the low site density area (the area with a square mark), we can see that area is dominant with the green and light blue color from coverage distribution. It means this area has a dominant coverage level of about -70 dBm and -80 dBm. This level describes a good condition and optimization success to improve the coverage. Table 5 describes the percentage distribution for coverage signal level in this spot before and after the optimization process.

Table 5 shows coverage calculation before and after the optimization process for the spot area with a possibility of low site density. We can compare before and after the RSRP coverage condition in the ‘Remark’ column. For RSRP level above -80 dBm, there has been an increase in signal level, and otherwise, RSRP level below -90 dBm has been decreased. Furthermore, the percentage calculation for insufficient coverage (below -90 dBm) is less than the 10% area. This condition is already proper for standardization coverage distribution for area based on standard regulation from XL Axiata as the provider who supports and provides LTE network in this area.

Based on the result from the RSRP coverage simulation after optimization process using Atoll Planning Software, we can analyze and prove that the spot with low site density possibility can be fixed and improved for coverage signal with the optimization method. Moreover, the method we use in this study is coverage planning, where we need to calculate the link budget for new site requirements in that spot.

![Figure 6. RSRP coverage distribution after optimization.](image)
This optimization can be used and implemented to improve RSRP level coverage for this area. For now, this optimization recommendation is already submitted to XL Axiata for review from the planning and engineering team.

**CONCLUSION**

Based on the result of RSRP coverage simulation using Atoll Planning Software, RSRP level above -80 dBm after optimization has been increased. Otherwise, the RSRP level below or equal to -80 dBm after optimization has been increased from 75.195% to 94.08%. Moreover, the percentage calculation for inadequate coverage (below -80 dBm) decreased from 24.816% to 5.931%. It is less than cover 10% area. This condition is already proper for standardization coverage distribution for area based on standard regulation from XL Axiata as the provider who supports and provides LTE network in this area. This RSRP signal level also shows that the condition after optimization with the addition of a new site can improve the signal level condition from areas with low site density possibility. Improvement of this RSRP signal level also can improve signal quality and rate distribution for users. The candidate of the new site proposal from this optimization process is recommended to the operator XL Axiata to optimise and improve the quality of the 4G network service from the operator.
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